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I. BACKGROUND, FACTS, AND STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION
involves the termination of an SWA e m p l o y e e , the
was involved in a "fi~.. ,.,...,.,.... Ramp Agent
on December 7, 2014. As expected, the
essential facts giving nse
gnevance are in dispute.
On December 17, 2014, Thomas Starr, Assistant Station Manager~
issued the following Results ofFactfinding- Termination t o -

1.1'-'L" ....'"'""'•

On December 10,2014, a fact-finding was held to discuss your behavior
toward one your co-workers on December 7, 2014. In attendance atthis fact, Eddie Mangum, MRO
finding were you, TWU Representatives
Marc Nelson and me.

of

After a thorough and complete investigation into this matter, and after
consideration of the matters discussed in the fact-fmding, we have concluded that
you did strike another employee in a display of anger. Such conduct on
December 7, 2014 was a violation of the Southwest Airlines' Ground Operations
Basic Principles of Conduct, including, but not limited to, the following:
2.

An employee on duty and in uniform reflects the SWA attitude to
our customers on a personal basis. It is imperative that you
remember that your appearance, attitude, and conduct, whether on
or off duty, may be a reflection on SWA, and that you act
accordingly.

4.

Complete coordination with coworkers and supervisors is required
to provide harmonious working conditions.

8.

Restricting work, using threatening or abusive language,
intimidating, coercing or interfering with fellow employees or their
work.

18.

Striking another employee in a display of anger shall warrant
termination.

25.

Southwest does not want to interfere in the personal affairs of
employees, however, conduct on or off the job in which is
detrimental to the Company's interest including unacceptable or
immoral behavior on Company property or any adverse conduct
that reflects on the Company, whether on or off duty, may be cause
for immediate dismissal.

27.

Fighting, abusive and disrespectful behavior to a fellow SWA
employee or customer.

Your conduct is also in clear violation of Southwest Airlines' Workplace
Violence Prevention Policy. Finally, your conduct violates the Southwest
Airlines' Mission Statement which says, "Above all, our employees will be
provided the same concern, respect, and caring attitude within the organization
that they are expected to share externally with every Southwest Customer."
Based on the above and because of the severity of your actions, we have
decided to terminate your employment with Southwest Airlines effective
immediately (JX 2 at 10-11 ).
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indicates that a grievance was filed on December 17, 2014 asserting
that the termination was unjust (JX 2 at 9). The Union requested reinstatement and make
whole relief for the Grievant. Id. The grievance was denied by Mr. Vance R. Foster,
SWA Manager Labor Relations (JX 2 at 7). On January 16, 2015, the Union requested a
System Board (JX 2 at 6), which deadlocked (JX 2 at 4). The matter was moved to
arbitration. A hearing was conducted by the undersigned Arbitrator on April2, 2015 at
the Doubletree, 3300 W. Mockingbird Road, Love Field, Dallas, TX. The parties
appeared through their representatives and entered exhibits and testimony. Post-hearing
Briefs were filed on or about May 13,2015, and electronically exchanged through the
offices of the Arbitrator. The record was closed that day. 1

II. ISSUE FOR RESOLUTION

The parties stipulated that the issue for resolution is whether the Grievant was
discharged for just cause and, if not, what shall be the remedy.

III. POSITION OF THE COMPANY

The position of the Company, as outlined in its opening statement and posthearing Brief, is summarized as follows:
According to the Employer, this is a very simple case involving whether the
Company tolerates fighting on the·
and the answer is "absolutely not." (R. 8).
Asserting that the Grievant,
involved in a fight with a fellow
Manage~e following
coworker, LAX Ramp
arguments in support of its decision to terminate M r . of anger when he pushed and
claim that he did not

A.

not

claim that he did not push or p u n c h - in the face is
refuted by several witnesses.

to face, chest to
also testified

1
While the only issue before me is the dismissal o~the parties subsequently submitted
the April 2, 2015 transcript of proceedings i~arbitration before Denver Arbitrator Kathy
Eisenmenger as Joint Ex. 3. So there is no con:=itations in
arbitration, references to
testimony in t h e - proceeding are identified with a page number and a citation to-Transcript"
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did not like that" and then proceeded to knock his hat off his head. At that point, Mr.
· .o'Neill testified that he attempted to dduse the fight by stepping in betWeen

Managem~

that Mr. O'Neill also testified that after he stepped
between the t w o , - reached around him and hit-in the face. testified within seven (7) minutes of this altercation. He wrote a statement which in
relevant part reads:
I was assaulted by Ramp A g e n t - . . . • started yelling at
me. He got up and in my face, I~, he did not, he then flipped
my hat off my head, and struck me in the chin with his hand. . . . It hurt. (CX
4).

Mr. O'Neill also wrote a statement on the day of the incident. In his statement
Mr. O'Neill wrote:
right arm come
the face (CX 1).

facing Agen~ I had noticed
my shoulder from behind me and

Mr. O'Neill also testified that after-was hit

he
stated, "I've just been assaulted," "He hit
""you're done, you're frred."
after the · ·
to him that he was
admitted that he was irritated with.
1
and flipped his hat off.
T"'"' "'n'l'"'"" on this point was very credible as
he had no motive to lie. His testimony was also consistent with the statement he
provided immediately after the incident (CX 1). Mr. O'Neill wrote a statement on the
day of the incident. In his statement Mr. O'Neill wrote:
back towards
facing Agent_ I had noticed
right arm come around my shoulder from behind me and
the face." (CX 1).
who was
and

II

I only saw
and
pushing each other and Supervisor O'Neill in between
them to prevent trouble, that's truthfully all I know (CX 4).
also reported to Mr. Nelson and Mr. Starr, duri~ng (he
by the Company during direct), that he observed- and
yelling back and forth at each other and pushing each other.
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testimony that he did not push or
is undermined by the testimony and
evidence of other ·
any incentive to lie about the events they
witnessed. In
has a motive to be untruthful about what
actually happened and allege that he did not push or hit-because his job and a
poitenltial back pay award are at stake. The
evidence showslllll
was angry, used
hat off his head and pushed
in the face.
actiOns
violated the Southwest
and hit
Airlines' Ground Operations Basic Principles of Conduct by fighting and being abusive
and disrespectful towards another Southwest Airlines' employee.

B.

Discharge was the appropriate discipline for
conduct in violation of Southwest Policies and the Work Rules

egregious

Management asserts that based on its obligation to maintain a safe workplace, the
Company has ample justification for viewing fighting, threats, harassment, or any fonn of
violence in the workplace to be a serious offense that should warrant discharge. See In re
American Airlines, Inc. and Transport Workers Un. ofAmerica, 116 LA (BNA) 161
(Sergent, 2001 )(holding that American Airlines had the right to discharge a fleet services
employee for fighting with another co-worker, even where there were no serious injuries,
because "the distractions [fighting] causes and the dangers it creates remain great").
Moreover, it was not disputed that the Company has long-standing, well-established rules
that prohibit fighting, threats, or violent behavior in the workplace under the penalty of
discharge. Nor was it disputed that
was aware ofthe rules prohibiting
fighting and the possible consequences of violating them.
Discharge was also appropriate for
because the Company has a
in a display of anger.
zero tolerance policy for fighting and striking
Moreover, the Basic Principles of Conduct states that striking another Employee in a
display of anger shall warrant termination. (CX 6). Consequently, the Company was
· ·
See id. (holding that "disciplinary penalties
justified in
should be designed to meet the needs of the Company in maintaining discipline and safe
and orderly operations" and penalties should not "be solely punitive, but [designed] to
gain assurance that the conduct will not be repeated").
Lastly, the Company was authorized to discharge
the
purpose of (a) eliminating the risk of repetition of such misconduct; (b) fulfilling its
obligation under both federal and state law, as well as the Agreement to maintain a safe
work environment for all its employees; and (c) sending a message to other employees
that such misconduct will not be tolerated.

C.

Recent precedent supports the discharge decision

The appropriateness of the Company's discharge decision is undergirded by
recent precedent interpreting, and upholding, the Company's policy against fighting or
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using threatening language in the workplace. In Transport Workers Union, Local555
andSouthwestAfrlitzes, Case No. BNA-R.-1280/9 (Mckee, 2009),ArbitratorMc.kee
upheld the discharge of a ramp agent who was fighting with another employee inside the
bin of an aircraft. In so doing, Arbitrator McKee ruled the Company was not required to
establish that a grievant had a history or pattern of violence, but instead a "single instance
of' striking another Employee in anger"' was sufficient to warrant termination.
Arbitrator McKee also reasoned that "whether described as a shove or push, the
grievant's use of force
fits the definition of striking another employee in
~"Similarly, as in this
use of force to push and punch Mr.
- i n the face fits the definition of striking another employee in a display of anger.
Similarly, in Transport Workers Local 555 and Southwest Airlines, Case No. AUS-R0548/05 (McKee, 2007), Arbitrator McKee upheld the discharge of another ramp agent
for throwing a rubber chock that struck a co-worker. Arbitrator McKee ruled that the
Company could not "countenance flagrant safety violations that endanger its customers
and other employees" and, especially in the airline industry, strict enforcement of rules
''to protect the flying public, avoid accidents, and provide for a safe work environment"
are necessary and "vital [to the Company's] business interests."
Lastly, in Transport Workers Local 556 and Southwest Airlines, Case No. 270448 (Fragnoli, 2012), Arbitrator Fragnoli upheld the discharge of a flight attendant for
using threatening language against the Company's CEO. Arbitrator Fragnoli ruled that
the Company's Work Rules and Workplace Violence Prevention Policy were reasonable.
Arbitrator Fragnoli further ruled the Company "has a duty to all of its employees to
provide a workplace safe from even the threat of violence" and the grievant's offense of
using threatening language "was among the most serious of all workplace infractions."
Based on that precedent, the Company was within its rights to terminate Mr.
for fighting and striking another employee in a display of anger, especially
given that the conduct had the potential to create serious safety risks for the Company's
employees.

D.

Conclusion

The evidence in this case clearly and convincingly establishes that. .
'-'"l"> ....E>""'"' in a reprehensible and inexcusable incident of misconduct when he
a fight with another Ramp Agent. The Company's decision to terminate
employment for that offense was made in good faith upon a fair and
reasor1ab.Le mvestigation ofthe facts and in furtherance of its obligation to maintain a zero
tolerance for fighting and a workplace free of violence. Moreover, the penalty that has
been imposed for that offense was reasonable and is consistent with the penalty that was
imposed in like cases and is fully support~ the Agreement. The
Company has met its burden to show t h a t - - - - was terminated for "just
cause."
For the above reasons, the Company requests that the termination decision should·
be sustained and the grievance should be denied in its entirety.
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.IV. POSITION OF THE UNION
The position of the Union, as outlined in its opening statement and post-hearing
Brief, is summarized as follows:
The Union initially asserts that this case is about the
an LAX Ramp Agent with four years' seniority, with no active
m
being terminated without just cause (R. 10). The entire situation lasted less than a
minute. There was no hitting, no punching, no tackling, no chocking, or no physical
altercation (R. 11). In support of its position the Union advances the following
arguments:

A.

- w a s upset a b o u t - earlier confrontation with an elderly man
working in baggage claim

The Union initially points out
· a very large and easynot~ntimidate
going man. He is well aware of his large stature
people without good reason. With respect to the instant c a s e , - f r r s t
irritation wi~ came as he was dropping off oversized items at the baggage claim.
encountered a frail and elderly gentleman, working as a contract
in baggage claim, who was shaken up following his encounter
failure to follow proper policy. Trying to avoid any confrontation WI
......,..,.........,.... to present the issue to Supervisor O'Neil. According to the Union:
On the evening of December 7th, coworke~was upset about
an incident th~ between him and an airport employee at the baggage
drop off area. - - c a m e back to the transfer local bag driver area and went
o eak to a supervisor named James O'Neill. O'Neill was inside of an office.
was sitting at a table outside of that office. - w a s upset, speaking
to supervisor O'Neill, when-made a remark to the situation' something to
the effect of"Just do your job like everybody else."
-responded to-with some profanity and told him to mind
his own business. When he said this, he stepped toward the area where-was
sitting. - g o t up from his chair. The argument escalated. The two of them
got very close to each other face to fa~ kept yelling,k n o c k e d - baseball cap off. ~wn, picked up his hat,
~ervisor O'Neill came out of the office and got between Mr.
_ _ . . -reached around- back. That's the extent of the
entire argument. Both employees were told that they were going to be suspended,
and they were instructed to hurry up and write statements and then walked out and
suspended thatevening. (R. 12-13).

ii

B.

Common sense indicates that h a d - struck- as the Company
asserts, then there would have been clear evide~ack up that claim
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As-testifieq, "If that man hit me, he would have knocked me to Mars."
There is little question as to whether there was a verbal altercation, however the
allegations
make it clear to the Union that the Company is
attempting to make a mountam out of a molehill. The Company over reacted to the
incident the same way t h a t - over reacted to-and the same way that-over
reacted to his initial problems at baggage claim. Nothing proves this point like the fact
that the Company took pictures o~face following the incident. Sadly, the
Company elected not to provide the pictures that were taken o~ following the
incident. If the pictures had been truly warranted, they likely would have been provided
for the Arbitrator to consider. In a case as important as the termination of a man's
employment, the Union feels that the Company would have produced the pictures if there
were anything to them. The absence of the photos seemingly sug;ges:n;
visible · ·
and lends credibility to the notion
not
during their altercation.

C.

Nothing about this incident should lead one to believe that there was a fight.
The argument is typical of heated arguments that take place in the shop

was very clear with his position of whether or no~k
place. He
aware the dramatic size difference between himself a n d - -looked a - - a s nothing more than an annoying little brother or a small barking
dog. The Ramp Agents who work for Southwest Airlines work under high-pressure
conditions and are generally exposed to the elements as they work. As a result the culture
tends to be a rough neck, testosterone filled, atmosphere under which tensions run high
and arguments get heated. Confrontations of this nature are a very common occurrence,
however terminations are rarely the result and are never the appropriate discipline in the
Union's collective minds.

D.

The Company chose to terminat~as well in order to attempt to
push him to provide the most damning testimony that he could. They wanted
to pit agent against agent

-testimony, which cannot be used to save his own job as it is before a
different Arbitrator, acknowledges the idea that the employees were informed they were
being suspended and told to write statements.~dicated that this has a sort of
duress that it inflicts upon the, already excited, employee. In his testimonyelaborated on the atmosphere that surrounded his written statement:
Q.
And did someone tell you to write it up?
A.
Yes. They pulled me in the supervisor's office, and Ramp
Sup Ward Bates took a picture of my face. I don't know why because
there was-- didn't show anything.
Q.
A.

Were you bleeding?
No.
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No.
Q.
Bruised?
A.
Nothing. There was nothing to see. Anyways, he told me,
"Hurry up. Write this up. I have work to do. I need to escort you out.
You're being suspended." So, as you can see from my write-up, I was very
nervous. I couldn't write. I'm an educated man. I can write better than
that. I was under extreme duress. I had four or five supervisors in back of
me telling me, "Hurry up. You want the police? No, I don't want the
police. Hurry up. Write your statement. We need to get you out of here."
And that was it. The whole confrontation took less than a minute. So my
17-year career I lost in less than a minute. (R. 83)
likewise testified that he faced a pressured situation as he
wrote his statement and was in protection mode as a result, "But, you know, when
I wrote this statement, it really was melodramatic at the time. I was almost in
protection mode because they told me - I was told I was being suspended before I
even wrote the statement." Because these two men were still feeling the effects of
heightened adrenaline, from their argument, and because they were suspended
pending a fact fmding, which is generally only done in termination cases on the
property, the pressure that they felt is completely understandable. To their credit
however, both men testified, under oath, that they felt pressured and succumbed
to a feeling of self-preservation as a result.

E.

The investigation was severely flawed

The Company claims that, during their "investigation" they met
- a s a potential witness. They depended on what was said
one
of the factors in their determination of the
discipline. The problem here,
however, is that there was no meeting ·
Manager Tom Star testified,
during his cross-examination by the Union, that he had conducted a meeting with Mr.
Enriquez and reenacted the incident at hand:
Q.
All right. Tom, you said you met wit~ before the fact
finding meeting, correct?
A.
Correct.

-

Q.
A.

And what did that meeting consist of?
A demonstration of how the incident took place between-

Q.
Explain that.
A.
Asking him to, hey, can you explain to us exactly what happened
here, can you tell us what you saw.
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Q.
What did he tell you?
A.
Thathe had seel1- - his statement was very similar to the others,
that he had saw pushing and kind of come across. He did not want to be involved
in the process.

Q.
What was the demonstration?
A.
Him standing in front of me, and I put a hat on that I had on my
bookshelf and asked him to demonstrate what he saw.
Q.
A.
ofmyhead.
Q.
A.

What did he do?
Kind of slow motion with a hand or an arm coming around the side

And this
Yes. (R. 56-57).
a different recollection than that of Mr.

Starr.

Q.
He also testified that he brought you in his office and talked to you,
~anager,
Is that not true?
A.
That's a lie.
Q.
He said that he had put a ball cap on and had you knock it off and
demonstrate the event that night?
A.
That's a lie.
Q.
A.

None of this ever happened?
None of this ever happened.

Q.
Management, nobody from management ever talked to you about
this incident after that evening?
A.
Nobody. (R. 122).
Furthermore, LAX 555 Representati
of any meeting wit~ and Tom Star.

testified that he was unaware

When these inconsistencies with Mr. Starr's testimony about his investigation are
considered, along with the Company's bizarre last minute subpoena attempt o~
- i t becomes clear in the Union's eyes that the Company is attempting to solidify
its position with a post termination investigation. With that having been said, the Union
further contends that any such investigation must be completed prior to the decision to
terminate or risk becoming severely questionable.
The Union believes that Mr. Starr's motivations for
subpoenaed were to get him on board with Mr. Starr's claim of the
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Mr. Starr want
As~ stated, the Union believes that
the motivation
was to have-recognized as a Company
witness so that they could prep him on Mr. Starr's story about the meeting that didn't
happen.
F.

Th~(BNA-R-1280/9) and

(PBI-R-0419/11)

decisions
Although the Company would have the Arbitrator believe that these are two
similar or analogous decisions (CX 6 & ?)(discussed infra), the point out that there are
several issues that differentiate these cases from the instant case.

G.

There were not truly similar or analogous cases introduced into evidence

The Union maintains none of the cases introduced by either side was identical to
the instant case. There are similarities in each of the cases, some stron~rs. The
Grievant is also guilty of ex~ing in a loud, verbal, altercation w i t h . However, it must be noted,-did not st~one in anger.~id not pin anyone
down, choke anyone or even shake anyone.-actions may not have been appropriate
in the grand scheme of things, but they didn't warrant termination either.

H.

The only real pushing that occurred was by Ramp Supervisor O'Neil as he
attempted to separate the men
Upo~testimony, a new revelation came to

claim that both men were pushing was based on the idea that there was pushing amongst
the three men, with Mr. O'Neil doing much of the pushing himself:
Q.
Third line from the bottom, could you read where it says, "At that
point I pushed Agent-back."
THE ARBITRATOR: From the
third line from the bottom.
A.
"At that point I
back and told him to go
strai~rvisor's office and report to Ramp Supervisor Tom. I
k e p t - w i t h me and asked him to write his statement as I
contacted MRO Marc Nelson by phone."
BY MR. ROACH:
Q.
So would that be an accurate depiction of what you saw with
O'Neil in the middle pushing
back?
A.
Yes sir. (R. 125).
To the Union's knowledge there was no discipline, from minor reprimand up to
termination, for Mr. O'Neil despite undisputed accounts, and a confession, of him
pushing an Agent.
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I.

The different Basic Principles of Conduct allow for the sort of distinction
thai theUni6n is makillg

Basic Principle of Conduct # 18 states, "Striking another employee in a display of
anger shall warrant termination." Basic Principle of Conduct #27 reads: "Fighting,
abusive, and disrespectful behavior to a fellow Southwest employee or customer." It is
important to note that #27 does not require termination and deals more
·
with
the sort of"disrespectful" behavior
call this incident a "fight," or to allege that
completely disingenuous.
A d d i t i o n a l l y - f i l e was free from any active discipline at the
time of the incident ~rt of any counseling over any prior
disrespectful behavior during his time with the Company. For these reasons the Union
cannot accept that termination is the appropriate discipline in the instant case.
It should also be noted that the Basic Principles of Conduct are unilaterally implemented
by the Company and are not negotiated with the Union. Furthermore they are not, as
Arbitrator Bill Lemons held in LAS - R- 1151/14, a replacement for just cause
standards.

J.

Conclusion

By way of summary, the Union concedes that there was a heated verbal
altercation between the two men, but this is nothing unusual in the settings of ramp
break-rooms across our system. The environment is similar to that of a construction site.
Shop-talk can be vulgar at times and arguments are often loud and quite heated. With all
of that having been said, it should be noted that the argument of the instant case lasted
less than a minute. There was no hitting, no punching, no pushing, no tackling, or
choking; there was no physical altercation. The only pushing that was done was by the
Ramp Supervisor, O'Neil, as he attempted to separate the two men who were arguing and
shouting as they stood chest to belly.
The Company has built its case on a violation of the Workplace Violence
Prevention Program. It has failed to demonstrate within that accusation, that a full on
fight occurred, that there was actual and intended physical contact and or combat, or that
the appropriate discipline should be termination. When examining the Company policy in
question, it should be noted that it does not require that termination be the only outcome,
but moreover asserts that discipline may be warranted "up to and including termination."
As a result of this point, the Union feels that it is disingenuous of the Company to assert
that the "Zero Tolerance" aspect means termination is required. Certainly a lower level of
discipline would not mean that the Company is tolerant of workplace violence.
As a remedy, the Union requests reinstatement to his ramp agent position at LAX
with full back pay, no loss of seniority, benefits, and the Grievant be made whole in
every way (R. 14).
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V. DISCUSSION
RELEVANT CONTRACTUAL LANGUAGE
ARTICLE TWO
SCOPE OF AGREEMENT

* * *
C.
Reasonable Work Rules.
Employees covered by this Agreement shall be
governed by all reasonable Company rules and regulations previously or hereafter issued
by proper authority of the Company which are not in conflict with the terms of this
Agreement and which have been made available to covered Employees and the Union
Office prior to becoming effective.

(JX 1 at 3).
ARTICLE FIVE
CLASSIFICATIONS
SECTION ONE
RAMP AGENT/PROVISIONING AGENT
A. Loads, unloads, services, guides, and directs company aircraft.

(JX 1 at 8).
ARTICLE TWENTY
GRIEVANCE I SYSTEM BOARD I ARBITRATION
DISCHARGE and DISCIPLINE
SECTION ONE
PROCEDURES
A. Purpose. No Employee who has passed his probationary period shall be disciplined
to the extent of loss of pay or discharge without just cause.

* * *
L. Interpretation/Application of the Agreement. In the event of a grievance arising
over the interpretation of, or application of, this Agreement, or in the event of
disciplinary action other than discharge, the following steps shall apply. However, if the
action involves discharge or a Union grievance concerning a change in Work Rules, it
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shall proceed to sub-paragraph 3, below. Decisions made pursuant to Steps I through 3,
below, shall not constitUte precedent ()f any kind ullless agreed to, in writing, by the .
Union and the Company.

* * *
I4. Arbitration/Function and Jurisdiction. The functions and jurisdiction of
the Arbitrator shall be fixed and limited by this Agreement. He shall have no power to
change, add to, or delete its terms. He shall have jurisdiction only to determine issues
involving the interpretation or application of this Agreement, and any matter coming
before the Arbitrator which is not within his jurisdiction shall be returned to the parties
without decision or recommendation. In the event any disciplinary action taken by the
Company is made the subject of proceedings, the Arbitrator's authority shall, in addition
to the limitations set forth herein, be limited to the determination of whether the
Employee(s) involved were disciplined for just cause. If the Arbitrator finds that the
penalty assessed by the Company was arbitrary or unreasonable, he may modify or
remove the penalty.
(JX I at 43).

VI. DISCUSSION

A.

Relevant Testimony

LAX Ramp Supervisor Jamison O'Neill testified he was present when the
incident occurred
I5). According to
O'Neill,
"were confrontational with each other . . . very loud,
and forth, you know." (R. 16). Words coming from
according to O'Neill: "They both used profanity, fuck you, piece of shit,
asshole, stuff like that." In O'Neill's words:
When I looked up from where I was sitting looking at the computer, I looked up
to the left and they were face to face. I immediately jumped up, tried to diffuse
the situation.

Q. What were they doing face to face?
A. They were- they were arguing, profanity, screaming back and forth,
pushing each other back and forth.
Q. Was pushing?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay.
A. They were both engaged in contact. At that point I took my left or my
right hand and slid it between the two to diffuse the situation and, you know,
break the contact, g e t - out of the equation. At that-

I4
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A. First of all, they were face to face engaged in contact and I was in
between and I was concerned with my safety, so I Q. Why were you concerned about your safety?
A. The elevation was up there. The confrontation was getting pretty hot.
(R. 17-18).
At all times O'Neill maintained that
and . . were angry.
"The voices were very elevated, very aggressive, very confrontational with each other.
The way they were coming together and, you know, pushing each other basically
prompted me to do that." (R. 20).
O'Neill stated he reported the incident to MRO Marc Nelson (R. 21).
D~amination

O'Neill acknowledged that his statement does not say
that he s a w - h i t - ( R . 21). O'Neill: "What I heard was skin-to-skin
contact." (R. 22). "All I heard was his hand making contact w i t h - face." (R. 22).
''No, I didn't see the strike." (R. 24).
Asked how he became aware of this incident, LAX Manager of Customer Service
(MCO) Marc Nelson testified that he received a phone call from Supervisor Jamison
O'Neill who advised him of the event." (R. 27). Accordin~'Neill
reported to me that there was a verbal altercation betwee~and
- t h a t escalated. The two of them got chest to chest and were pushing each other."
(R. 27). He went on to assert: "So it started as a verbal altercation between the two of
them. When it started to escalate, Jamison had reported to me that he was hearing- they
were hearing each other calling mother fuckers and different uses of profanity that
grabbed Jamison's attention. He gets up. The two of them were chest to chest pushing
each other. And Jamison indicated to me that he made his way in between the two of
them. When he did that,-had actually reached over Jamison and struck
(R. 29).
Nelson stated that in his written statemen~indicated that he was actually hit
(R. 30). ~his statement (CX 2) reads: "I was
assaulted by Ramp A g e n t - * * * He got up and in my face. I told
him to step back. He did not. Then he flipped my hat off my head and struck me in my
chin with his hand. It hurt. I do not feel safe at this time on this
31· CX 2).
Relevant witnesses included Jamison O'Neill,
(R. 31 ).
·
written statement (~noted that in part it
read: "As supervisor O'Neill stepped between us, I f e l t - w a s attempting to
simultaneously sneak a punch at me, so I decided to protect myself by pushingaway from me with an open hand making sure that I would not be injured and also
- "I responded with 'Get away from me.' I felt threatened by the look ofhis anger and
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initially attempted to
touching the billofhis Chargers cap,
place." (R. 32-33).

but instead his face was so close I ende~ up
causing his hat to loosen from its original ·

Apparently,- indicated that he only saw..
pushing
each other and Supervisor O'Neill in between them to prevent trouble (R. 34; CX 4).
Based on the statements that were provided and the testimony in the fact-finding,
it was determined that
violated a number of Basic Principles of Conduct,
and that led to his termination, including No. 18, which prohibits "striking another
employee in a display of
35-36). According to Nelson, "In this investigation
it was determined that
using pr~ach other and . .
struc~in the chin." (R. 36). Asked why-violated that
principle, Nelson answered: "Based on the investigation, we determined that it was a
fight that had occurred and they were using abusive and disrespectful behavior." (R. 36).
Nelson testified that "through the statements that were provided and also the testimony
that we received from the witnesses and those involved, it was determined that there was
pushi~e two of them and also there was an actual hit ·
o n t o - f a c e , so bothpushingandhitting." (R. 37).
During cross examination Nelson
discipline in his file (R. 45). He also conceded
had no job evaluations
in his file, even though he had been there over four years (R. 45).
LAX R~or Tom Karasawa testified that he became familiar with the
incident "when--~ounding to the sup's office door." (R. 50).
~Mr. Karasawa,-was claiming that he was assaulted b y (R. 50)(discussed, infra at 34).
LAX, Thomas Starr, testified he
a n d - when he was called by
became aware of the incident
MRO Marc Nelson
Starr stated he was told "that there was an incident between
and
down at the transfer kind of bag area where the
was an incident described as a fight." (R. 52) Starr
rac:r-IJ.nrumg where he reviewed the statements, including
(R. 52-53).
Jamison O'Neill's,
According to Karasawa, the whole group, "we confirmed that there was numerous
and it warranted termination." (R. 54). Still, Starr
violations of the zero tolerance
testified
not want to be involved in these proceedings (R.
60).
Asked if there was a video available, Starr responded that there was a video
corporate security provider, ''that is very inconclusive. It just
s h o w s - pulling up on the tug by Gate 4 Alpha, getting off, going into the
transfer area. You can't see the incident." (R. 64-65). All in all, the incident took less
than a minute (R. 65). Starr admitted that there were still pictures taken o~ that ·
throug~e
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printouts of them, but they didn't show anything." (R. 66).
Discussing an offer that was on the table to reinstate both employees with a fmal
letter of warning and two days, Mr. Starr maintained that was never a firm offer on the
table (R. 67).
Senior Manager, Labor Relations, Trudy Christensen testified that as part of her
respor1sunm:Ies she reviews arbitration decisions (R. 73-74). Discussing the. .
Case BNA-R-1280/9 (McKee, 2009)(CX 6), Ms. Christensen asserted
that
and another employee were in a physical altercation in the bin of an aircraft,
and the employee was terminated for violence in the workplace, striking in anger (R. 74).
According to Arbitrator McKe~), "Whether described as a shove or a push, the
grievant's use of force against-fits the definition of striking another employee in
~74). The termination was accordingly upheld (R. 74-75). With respect to the
- ( W e s t Palm Beach) grievance, Case No. PBI-R-0419/11 (Fragnoli,
2011)(CX 7 ) , - and another employee got into an argument out at the gate area and
that escalated-hen
the went into the break room (R. 75). According to Ms.
g r a b b e d - who was another ramp agent, "and shook
Christensen,
her and threw er own onto her chair. And we subsequently terminated- for
s~ger." (R. 76). Ms. Christensen maintained that Arbitrator Fragnoli relied on
t h e - case and sustained the dismissal, concluding that whether it's a push or a
shove, it's considered
in anger (R. 76). She indicated she supported the result in
both76). In her view, pushing fits the definition of striking
in anger (R. 77).
whether she was relying on these two arbitrations, she answered:
"Yes, the decisions in these two arbitrations that we have and also in our past practice."
(R. 77). An exchange with Company Counsel makes the point:
Q. And just again, just generally tell me, what exactly did the decisions
say that made you believe that even pushing someone in anger is striking another
employee in anger?
A. In regards to both the arbitration decisions, they both state in there
whether it's a push, a shove, doesn't have to be necessarily a hit, whether it's a
push or a shove is defmed as striking in anger.
Q. Was there an actual hit in this case, in
A. Yes, there was a shove and a hit.

case?

Q. So not only a push but also an actual contact, a hit to the face?
A. Yes. (R. 77).
cross examination Christensen acknowledged that she was not familiar
(R. 78-79).
VH.I. ...>UVL.I.
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-,(17x~arsplus with SWA) acknowledgedhewas recently terminated
by SWA for s~anoth~r employee in anger: Asked to explain what happene~ on
December 7th,-explamed that he was havmg a bad day. He went on to testify:
I was standing in the doorway, yes, and I'm being loud and boisterous toward
O'Neill saying - trying to help the guy out, and there was profanity being used,
yes, there was. And. .interjected and said, "Why are you special?" I looked
over at him. I took one step. I told him to mind his F'ing business, at which point
he did not like that. He got up and flipped my hat off. I had a couple choice
words for him. O'Neill stepped in the middle.
Q. Now, wait. O'Neill came out of the office?
A. O'Neill came out of the office, got in between us, and we were like a
grilled cheese sandwich. We were really- everybody was touching each other. I
mean, just not shoving or anything, but we were just close to each other, at which
point-reached around and knocked my hat off again. I was brushed in the
chin. ~'t know what hit my chin. It could have b e e n - It could have
been O'Neill's head, because he was directly- he was 2 inches from me. I don't
know what hit my chin. I know I wrote it in my statement that mu chin was hit.
And it did hurt but not to the point of pain. It just - the word "hurt" that I wrote
in my write-up there was a dramatic adjective I used. And if I could redo that, I
would come up with a different adjective. (R. 82).

~estified he was not bleeding, swollen, or bruised:
Nothing. There was nothing to see. Anyways, he told me, "Hurry up. Write this
up. I have work to do. I need to escort you out. You're being suspended." So,
as you can see from my write-up, I was very nervous. I couldn't write. I'm an
educated man. I can write better than that. I was under extreme duress. I had
four or five supervisors in back of me telling me, "Hurry up. You want the police?
No, I don't want the police. Hurry up. Write your statement. We need to get you
out of here." And that was it. The whole confrontation took less than a minute.
So my 17-year career I lost in less than a minute.

Q. Do you feel that you should have been terminated?
A. No.
Q. Do you feel that-should have been terminatedA. No.
Q. -for hitting you?
A. Absolutely not.
Q. Did-hityou?
A. No, he did not (R. 83-84).
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bufhe did not kriow who (R. 85). He claimed that he never said
him, "I know that I wrote it there, but I was under duress." (R. 85). He

No,-brushed my hat, and from that- O'Neill was right there. I don't know
what- it was one motion like there. I don't know what- it was one motion like
this, and O'Neill went up and blocked his brushing- he knocked my hat off again.
And so when O'Neill went up, something came into contact with my chin. I don't
know what it was.
Q. So is it possible that-came in contact with your chin?
A. It's possible. (R. 85-86).
-went on to testify that "if that m a n - h i t me, he would have
knocked me to Mars. I said this in the last time. ~s no doubt in my mind
that he did not hit me because he would have laid me out if he had wanted to put some
strength into it." (R. 86).
Addressing his written statement where he wrote he was assaul
after all
explained "That's how I felt at the time, sir. Okay? After having talked
of this and having interacted with the man, this man is a big teddy bear. There's no
possible way he was trying to hit me or assault me. If he wanted to, he would have done
it and I wouldn't be here right now." (R. 87). -later elaborated: "[The statement]
hasn't changed. That's just a dramatic statement. The incident happened. Okay? It's
pretty- what hit my chin I don't know, but I know it wasn't him. Okay? I'm 99 percent
sure it was O'Neill because he was the one an inch from my nose. Because he was- you
had-here, then O'Neill, and then me, and his head was right here. So if he had been
bumped into me, his head would have broken my nose. He was that close to me." (R.
92).
Significantly,-asserted that the Grievant did not push him with an open
hand:
Q. My question is whether or not he actually pushed you with an open

hand?
A. No, he did not. (R. 92) .
. . continued to assert that he was not hit, that he was just brushed ("I wasn't
struck, sir. I was just brushed." (R. 96).
testified he was hired in October of2010 (R. 100). He stated
that he was a
a Journeyman, having played and coached football, with stints with
the New York Giants, Chicago Bears, Oakland Raiders, and St. Louis Rams. He also
taught history at a high school and coached high-school football (R. 101 ).
Asked to describe what happened on December 7th,
(in a long
statement) alleged he was working with transfer locals, which basically is a bag runner.
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A11d on that evening we h~tve an area that we take what we call oversize
pieces, skis, gun cases, car seats, wheelchairs. When I went over there, the
contract worker from baggage claim, an older gentlemen, kind of frail actually,
African-American, real nice guy, was very upset and he was upset because our
normal protocol of taking the large pieces to the elevator, just makes their job a
little easier, was not being met and he shared that we me. I didn't realize who it
was.
So when I helped him take the oversize bags over to the elevator, I then
went over to the transfer local office where we hang out and check our paperwork
for our next flights. And Jamison O'Neill was the supervisor. I shared with him
that there was a situation between one of our agents and our contract worker over
at baggage claim. And I sat down, went on the computer.
And a short while later-pulled up visually agitated. He was
acting very erratic actually, and I noticed him walk over to Mr. O'Neill's office
and was displaying his displeasure with the situation. I had heard him on the
radio as well being very I would call rude with the baggage claim people. And
once he got to the office, I put two and two together and figured out that the
situation I had
crossed paths with over at the oversized carousel dropoff
was explaining the situation to Supervisor O'Neill, I
leaned over and I says, "Hey man, you're not special. Just do your job like the
rest of us." And then at that t i m e - w a s very upset that I- he felt that I
was butting into something that wasn't my business, but in reality from my
training and my background as well as here at Southwest, we're always preaching
teamwork, and if one person starts slacking or does something wrong, it affects all
of us, makes our job harder. So I felt like it wasn't directly my business, but I felt
like it was important that I said something.
We started cussing at each other. There was a lot of profanities, a lot ofF
bombs. That's normal for the ramp. The ramp reminds me a lot of a locker room,
guys always jabbing at each other, talking crazy to each other. It's not normal for
being at Dunkin' Donuts, but it's definitely normal for a locker room or a ramp,
similar to a construction site.
Things got escalated. And once I shared w i t h - that, once wehe got pissy about my comments. I got upset when he stepped towards me, so I
decided to stand up. I had never s e e n - act this way to that extent. There
were some issues I was dealing with that gave me a heightened sense of
awareness with this type of issue. And so we got in each other's face, you know,
something that's not- I wouldn't say it's an everyday occurrence, but I've
definitely seen it happen at the ramp. Guys are tired. Guys are hungry.
Sometimes they give us multiple flights.
And while he was yelling at me at one point, you know, to be honest, I
wanted to hit him. But I wasn't angry. I was irritated, so I decided to flip hit hat
off. Kind oflike my little brother, you know. My little brother and I used to get
into it and I'd just want to mash him real quick and tell him to shut up, you know.
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But what I did was wrong. I mean, I should never- never flick
amybody' s hat off just because I'm irritated for them. And I regret my actions,
but to categorize this as a fight, from my background, a fight means one or both
guys are getting injured. And I couldn't- there's no- there's nothing in me that
could categorize what happened as fighting. It was a glorified argument. And I
take full responsibility for- I know I heard
say that I could have
sat in my seat, but I feel like, you know, Southwest is always talking about team
work. I felt like sometimes, you know, in order for things to go smoothly, we all
got to be on the same page. * * *
So it really - the next day it was really - I felt like it was stupid man. I
just felt like- I didn't know what was going to happen. At that point they hadn't
fired us. They communicated that there was a possibility they might do some
things, but once we got fired, I was -I was dumbfounded, honestly. I had seen so
many, you know, examples of an actual fight, you know, that to categorize this as
a fight really was extreme. And that's how things went, how things happened on
the ramp that night. (R. 102-1 05).

Mr.-

Asked if he had any intent to harm- the Grievant answered "absolutely not,
no." (R. 105).
Addressing how he would explain "the chin or whatever happened when you
flipped his hat the second time," he responded (in a non-responsive manner): "I don't
even think it lasted a minute. But from the time that James walked up and the time that I
stood up and the time that I flicked his hat and O'Neill got in between us, there was no
time to really fight because, you know, everything happened congruently. There was no,
you know, lapse of time where you could stop and kind of think about what was going
on." (R. 105-106). At all times he maintained he was never angry (R. 106).
During cross examinatio~acknowledged that it was not okay to
knock someone's hat offifhe is irritating him (R. 108). He conceded that he was not
upset when-stepped toward him: "I wasn't upset by him stepping towards me
necessarily. I was upset before he got to me." (R. 108-109).
testified that-was acting erratic: "you can say he was erratic
that night. * * * He was loud, obnoxious, erratic. There's many terms that you can
acting that evening." (R. 113). The Grievant denied that he
say describe how
"I can't really say that I provoked it because
drove
up already pissed off." (R. 114).
Q. You wrote, "I responded with 'Get away from me.' I felt threatened
by his look of anger and initially attempted to
You
attempted to shove him, according to you.
A. Initially, yes.
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Q. Youjust testified a little a little while ago that you never pushed, never
shoved, never touched him. So are you walking away from what you said in this
statement?
A. No.
Q. So this is true?
A. I just attempted to pick up a piece of paper, but I didn't pick it up.
Attempting to do something and actually doing something are two different
things.
Q. You also said, "And instead his face was so close to me, I ended up
touching the bill of his Chargers cap, only causing it to loosen from its original
place."
A. That's right. He was up -right up on my face in my personal space,
so I sit like this and like -just flicked his hat off. And to me I was consciously
trying to, you know, get this guy away from me. He was just getting on my
fricking nerves. (R. 114-115).
responded "because
When asked how he knew he did not
I consciously just wanted to flip his hat just - like I said, it was just kind of like he was
acting like my little brother just trying to mess with me,
know, and I fe~ou
know, just felt irritated,~·" (R.117).
stated that when--tried
to step between him and-he wasn't trying to hit him, "but I was definitely trying to
mess with his hat again, just because it happened so fast and it was irritating and he
wouldn't stop. Matter of fact, when Jamison O'Neill stepped in between, he started
yelling louder." (R. 117).
Q. You were pissed off, right?
A. I don't know what your definition of pissed off was, but I was
definitely irritated. (R. 117).
- ( n i n e months with SWA) testified that he was working on
Decem~s end wrote a statement (R. 121; CX 4). -maintained that
nobody from management ever talked to him about the incident (R. 122). He went so far
to assert that it was a lie that anyone from the Company had him put on a hat to
demonstrate what happened (R. 123). He read into the record the following declaration:
"I only saw-and. . pushing each other and Supervisor O'Neill in between them
to prevent trouble. That's truthfully all I know." (R. 123).
cross examination-acknowledged that he
with O'Neill in between them (R. 124).
appeared to be angry: "Well, they were both yelling." (R.

Q. [By Mr. Burroughs]: James had an angry look on his face?
A. [By Mr. Enriquez]: They both did.
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both were mad, would you say?
A. Yes, sir. (R. 128).
LAX Ramp Agent (eight months with SWA) testified that he
at issue on December 7th (R. 12~ an argument between
the
local area." (R. 129). - w e n t on to discuss his
Marc Nelson, and Tom Starr. According t o He [Tom Starr] kept insisting that- asking me i - h a d swung a t - and I
kept telling him "no," that he had kind of reached over. But he kept pushing me
to say that "did he swing, did he swing?" I was like, "no, he didn't."
Q. Did he ask you about making a fist?
A. Yes. He said - well, he was doing the example with the fist.
Q. He was making a fist and saying "Is this what he was doing"?
A. Yeah, and I told him with the open hand he reached over.
Q, Did he ask you for a writeup?
A. No.
Q. Did anybody ever ask you for a writeup?
A. No. (R. 132).
-testified that he told management that "I didn't want to be a part of it, be

part of~blem.

During cross examination-denied ever asserting that he did not want to
write a statement. In his words: "He didn't ask me ifl wanted to write a statement. If he
would have told me, I would have done it because he's a manager." (R. 133). "reaching over O'Neill because
continued to characterize the matter as
over." (R. 134). Asked why he did
O'Neill is pretty stocky too, and he
not intervene (as he was there during the incident), he explained (credibly) "it's not my
problem. I don't want to be a ref. I can't do that." (R. 135). Significantly,-was
on probation at the time and his reluctance to get involved in understandable (R. 138).
In an exchange with the Arbitrator,-indicated that
"to mind his own business." (R. 137). He could not recall
-(R.l37).
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involved, so-" (R. 140). In an excha11ge with Union Counsel,-indicated that
- w a s , a:t times, led in an investigation:
·
Q. Did Tom say anything t~ about trying to get him to change his
thinking for that night on how he presented it?
A. Well, you know, they tend to do that sometimes. Sometimes they do
that. And when I do, I correct them. You know, I don't know if they're doing it
on purpose or not, but they tend to lead at times and give the scenario and it's just
like a multiple choice type deal. And I say, hey, just let him explain it, please,
just let him explain what happened on his own (R. 141 ).
By the Arbitrator: And exactly what were the nouns and verbs as you
recall them?
He was trying to explain ahead of time did he slap the
hat off, did he do this, did he do that. And I said, Tom, why don't you just let him
explain what happened, you know, don't give him multiple choice, as I remember.
It's been like four months ago, but I do remember that. (R. 142).
- t e s t i f i e d that after the incident betwee~ and
- h e talked to Tom Starr and asked "what's going to happen with this, is this
going to be something, you know, that is going to go outside the station. And he
said, I'll have to get back to you on it." (R. 144). A day later he said that his
recommendation would be two days off and a fmalletter of warning for both
- " a n d Toni's [Toni Wilson, the Station Manage~
= - i s significantly on board with that." (R. 1 4 5 ) . testified that he was "shocked" when he learned they were terminated (R. 145). ·
During cross examination- acknowledged that he never received
·
letter of warning and two-day
anything in
suspension
149). In his words: "They would
never do that.
never give It to me in writing in advance. He was
telling me that was his recommendation, and I believed him." (R. 149).
TWU Representative Brian Smith testified that he is ·
on a
regular basis (R. 152). Asked about Company Exhibit 6,
Mr.
Smith testified that he was involved in this case, having done research for Mark Waters
(R. 152-153). According to Smith,-pushed an employee down in the bin of an
aircraft, "and then he had his knee on his chest and both hands around his throat," as the
Company alleged, and the Arbitrator found that to be true (R. 153). Addressing
Company Exhibit 7,
decision, Mr. Smith testified that in that case the
employee picked up a
back down in the chair. "This was a 50-year
old lady. This was not, you know, one of our young, sprayer ramp agents. He picked up
a 50-year-old lady and shook her and threw her down in the chair." (R. 154). Smith
pointed out that Arbitrator Kathy Fragoli, in sustaining the termination, reasoned: "The
Company could strictly and blindly apply its policies in a zero tolerance manner simply
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·to go through the grievance process and let the chips fall where they Il1ay." (R. 155-156).
According to Smith, and discussing Union Exhibit 2 (UX 2), grievan- w a s charged with throwing coffee on a coworker (R. 159). Smith pointed out
that the employee "sloshed coffee back on" a coworker after she bumped into him and
spilled his coffee (R. 159). She complained to the manager and he was eventually
terminated after a fact-finding. He was brought back to work (R. 160). T h e case was also addressed by Smith. fu that case the Grievant was coming to
clock in. It had been discovered through the hearing that one of the guys was
being the hetero~y. The other guy was making a
in, calling h i m - (R. 161). Later in the day, they
were
a n d - h a d a fanny pack and had left it on a pushback or a
belt loader. A comment was made that "That's a nice new purse that you have," which
the G r i e v a n t - felt offended, telling him to shut up and leave him alone (R.
161). Smith elaborated: "And when they were inside in the break room, the other guy
was messing with- again and told him, 'Hey,- I got to work T-point with you.'
And I don't know if it was the next day, and the other guy said, 'Yeah, I'm going to make
you my ho.' At that time . . lost his temper, grabbed the dude by the throat with his left
hand, I believe, and said he didn't know what he did with his right hand. The witnesses
testified that he had made a fist and he had him by the throat with one hand and he asked
-I think he asked a couple of people, 'Should I do it? Should I do it?" He didn't strike
him, but he did choke him. And he was brought back to work * * *" (R. 162).
Smith documented a System Board case in STL (R. 162), Rolandnlliiihere
an argument took place regarding training. The argument escalated whe
was
drinking a Mountain Dew, and the other guy reached over there and slapped it out of his
mouth (R. 163). Smith: "He was drinking it. He reached over there and slapped it out of
his mouth, to which the argument really escalated at this point. And then- went into
the manager's office, which was Rolando Lopez, and the other guy followed him in there
to which the agreement got even bigger in Rolando's office. And they were both issued
letters of warning." (R. 163). Apparently, at System Board it was reduced to a letter of
instruction (R. 163). "And then later Rolando, since this guy's got reduced at system
board, Rolando reduced the other guy's letter to a letter of instruction as well." (R. 164).
The case
was also outlined (R. 164). What the Company alleged
was t h a t through the window of a car. He was terminated,
but brought back to work with a final letter of warning, five days off, backpay less the
five days (R. 164). According to Smith: "He reached in the window of a car and slapped
case involved an
her. I mean, that's what happened." (R. 186).
employee who got into an argument with another
over assignments issued (R. 165).
"They got into an argument. There was pushing on the dock. Actually, they had to have
the ramp rep come over there when they got- when the managers and stuff got back
because the other guy complained that they were assaulted, you know, that they were
pushed. The manager came back, called Ralph Darnell over there, who was the ramp rep
at that time, and this is what was- the results that was given." (R. 165). In Smith's
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view: . "On the first sentence. 'Durin~ your meeting, you admitted that you used
profanity towards a coworker during ah altercation."* * * This is not the first ti!n:e you
have been addressed for fighting or abusive or disrespect behavior to a SWA employee or
custOI~7). He received a fmalletter of warning for the second matter. (R.
187). - c a s e is noteworthy because he almost gets fired all the time (R. 165).
"This is one of his letters, and he had many more after this, but using inappropriate
language, being physical, and this was a final letter of warning that he received. And if
~lllook at the bottom paragraph, it wasn't the first time. This was the second time
-had to be addressed on the exact same thing. And it wasn't the last time. Within 18
months. . received five fmalletters of warning for the same type of behavior." (R.
165-166).
Other cases documented by Mr. Smith include: (1
alleging
that the Grievant intimidated two employees by striking one
unJLuu-..u.L.lHl<, the other
one by using profane language and conducting yourself in
issued a
which he was issued a final letter of warning." (R. 166); (2)
final letter of warning. According to Smith, "two agents got m an argument over a game
of dominoes . . . Actually on this one-knocked him down and was allegedly
kicking him. It started out as a humorous type picking on each other until somebody got
-everything's funny until somebody gets poked in the eye. And in this case he gotsomebody got mad and-was the one that got mad and threw him down and beat
him up. * * * He received a final letter ofwarning." (R. 167);
out of Burbank. - h a d an argument with a guy at T-point or he went
to point. They ended up wrestling, rolling around on the ground over the argument. It was
many witnesses. It was many witnesses. The witnesses said that-was the
aggressor, he started it, and pushing, shoving, rolling around on the ground. I mean, this
would be characterized a little mor~an what we're here for today. Received a
final letter of warning." (R. 167); - o u t ofPhilly provisioning, who got into
an argument with a coworker, taking a SWing at him. He also made threats. He was
given a fmalletter of warning (R. 168).
During cross examination Smith acknowledged that none of the above cases are
exactly like the case o~and-(R. 183).
B.

Decision and Analysis

In SWA & TWU Local 555, Case BNA-R-12~2009)(- ( C X 6), apparently Nashville Ramp A g e n t - (eight years with
SWA) and an~loyee-were in some kind of a physical altercation in the bin
of an aircraft. -claimed that
leaned into him,
exit from the rear
aircraft bin where they were working and
of the way in
him to the floor,
order to climb out of the aircraft bin. • claimed
pinned him down with his knee, and put his hands
neck. At least so~ns
of the incident were witnessed by another employee
testified that he s a w pushin- down with his hands. After a fact-finding
was
immediately terminated, with Management alleging
another co-

II
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Operations Basic Principles of Conduct. According to Arbitrator William McKee, Ph.D.
~ "Whether described as a shove or a push, the Grievant's use of force against
- f i t s the definition of striking another employee in anger," as contemplated by
Section 1.040.20 of the Policies. McKee at 4. 2 The termination was accordingly
upheld.
With respect to the Ramp
, West Palm Beach)
gri~ SWA & TWU Local Union 555, Case No. PBI-R-0419/11 (Fragnoli, 2011)(CX
7),-and another employee- on February 11, 2011, got into an argument out
at the gate area regarding whether ramp agents could be required to stay at work after
their shifts, and that argument escalated when they went into the break room. According
to Arbitrator Fragnoli,-grabbed . . and "after some back-and forths,
knocked a plastic cup of water off the table and
vest near the collar
area and shoved and shook her." Two co-workers
mtervened to separate
the two. Management terminated- for striking in anger. Finding that the
Grievant changed his story and claimed that he knocked over a cup of water and then
slipped in the water and "fell into"-Arbitrator Fragnoli sustained the
termination, and reasoned as follows:
The evidence establishes that the Grievant grabbed-"in anger." I am
further included to agree with Arbitrator McKee that the Company's Principles of
Conduct against "striking" another employee incorporates grabbing, pushing,
shaking or otherwise using physical force that does or might cause bodily harm.
The Grievant's conduct on February 11, 2011 violated the Company's Basic
Principles of Conduct, including item #18, which puts employees on notice that
such conduct is a terminable offense.

2
Significant in this case was the recurring issue of the Company attempting to introduce incidents of
discipline that were over 12 months old. In ruling for the Union, Arbitrator McKee (at 6-7) reasoned (correctly, I
believe):
However, the requirement to remove warning letters and reprimands from employee files after 12
months operates only to prevent the Company from predicating discipline on past reprimands or
warnings, but it does not preclude the introduction, through testimony, of prior conduct in order to
impeach an employee who claims to have a "clean record" when grieving a disciplinary action. In this
case, the Grievant introduced evidence (i.e., the testimony of fellow employees) to show that he got
along well with fellow employees. The Company's introduction of testimony about incidents more
than one year prior to July 19, 2009, but not the documents that have been removed f r o m personnel file, was appropriate to dispute the Grievant's proposition that he had a history of getting
along with fellow
testimony in reference to the older incidents also can properly
be considered to
that the Company should have pursued discipline against
other employees for
technically in violation of the policies. One of the prior
incidents involving the Grievant did not amount to physical violence, and the Company responded in a
manner similar in nature to its decision to forgo disciplining~or his conduct in the January
2009 altercation wi~
Finally, testimony about earlier misconduct was appropriately introduced to rebut the
Grievant's complaint that the Company improperly imposed the most drastic sanction- termination
rather than a form of"progressive discipline." The Grievant's case was not unfairly prejudiced by this
evidence.
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NoteworthY in that case is the J\Ibitrator's analysis of the Union's argument that
the G:cievant was the object of disparate treatment:
As a threshold matter, a decision by the System Board or a neutral arbitrator to
overturn the Company's decision to discipline an employee does not indicate that
the Company has been lax in enforcing its policies. Rather, such decisions
demonstrate the obvious fact that, even where an employer has attempted to
enforce its policies strictly or on a "zero tolerance" basis, all disciplinary
decisions are ultimately subject under the just cause standard and not every
imposition of discipline will be upheld.

* * *
The Union has presented a number of examples of instances that, on their face,
appear somewhat similar to the incident for which the Grievant was terminated. It
is impossible, however, for this Arbitrator to understand exactly the contexts and
circumstances of each of those instances or to know why the Company made the
decision not to terminate on those occasions, based on the amount of
documentation about those events.
That is to say, there is no indication that the Company declined to terminate any
other employees on exactly the same facts as were proved in this case. Factors
such as who the parties to the incident were - their demeanors, genders, relative
size and strength, where the incident took place, the context of the conduct
(whether it was horseplay, incident to a relationship outside of work, or an
ongoing pattern of antagonization, etc.), whether the parties agree to shake hands
and make up, and other things will vary in each case - but any of them can sway
the decision as appropriate discipline in a matter as serious as workplace violence.
I cannot know the specifics of each and every incident that the Union has
presented so as to make an appropriate comparison.

* * *
On this record, I cannot find that the Grievant was treated in a disciplinary
manner such as would make his termination inappropriate.

Fragnoli at 8-9, emphasis Arbitrator's.
Also significant is the Arbitrator's analysis of the Union's argument that
mitigating factors work in the Grievant's favor and, thus, he is deserving of
reinstatement:
When the conduct for which an employee is terminated is as serious as physical
violence, typical mitigating factors such as the employee's work record or lack of
disciplinary history are generally unavailing. As Arbitrator McKee pointed out, a
single instance of striking another employee in anger is sufficient basis for
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When an employee has shown himself as capable of resorting to violence in the
face of verbal provocation, his assurances that it will "never happen again" are
unavailing. Indeed, when, as here, a normally mild-mannered employee suddenly
"snaps," the employer is within to be concerned about the danger that the
employee poses to his or her coworkers. This is why Arbitrators typically
allow an employer a considerable amount of discretion in decisions to
terminate employees who have demonstrated physical violence in the
workplace.

Fragnoli at 10, emphasis mine.
It is of note that the Grievant mentioned that one reason he felt threatened by
was because "I was already on high alert with the stress that I was experiencing,"
specifically
the death of his nephew "who got murdered a month or so before." (R. 2192 2 0 ; - Transc..!iE!l.:_ It was the elevated voice and the profani:ty that made the
Grie~ellike-was acting violently.

InAmericanAirlines & TWU Loca/568, Case No. M-1002-01 (2002)(Alicea,
grievant), Arbitrator Charlotte Gold considered the discharge of an employee for slapping
a co-worker at work. Having found no dispute as to the facts, Arbitrator Gold recognized
the Company's "moral, legal and contractual obligation to provide a safe workplace for
all employees." Sustaining the discharge, Arbitrator Gold addressed the Union's
argument that the employee suffered from mental illness, in this case major depression:
First and foremost, there is an evidentiary problem. Although the Union offered,
at the conclusion of the hearing, to have the Grievant evaluated by Dr. Linares or
any other doctor suggested by the Board, that evaluation could only address Mr.
Alicea's mental state since his removal. There is nothing in the record, other
than the Grievant's own assertions, to establish his condition at the time of
the incident on June 3 or before. (Gold at 4-5; emphasis mine).
What is particularly relevant for this case is the Arbitrator's analysis of the
Company's obligation to maintain safe work place, even though it may have allowed
such acts in the past:
In the final analysis, while not disputing that Mr. Alicea may have had major
problems coping with situations he found stressful in the past, there is not
sufficient evidence in the record to support the conclusion that special
accommodating is required here for what occurred on June 3 or that
circumstances exist that warrant a change in the Company's usual response t.o
assault in the workplace. Fleet Service Clerks engage in arduous and potentially
hazardous work, It is essential that they operate in a safe environment. While
horseplay, strong language, and even acts of violence have been known to
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exist in former years, there is far less tolerance on the part of Management
and employees alike for unacceptable and dangerous behavior now.
Although formal training is useful in addressing many of the nuances that
are present in a zero tolerance program, commonsense is sufficient to dictate
that unprovoked physical attacks will be dealt with swiftly and severely. At
the same time where, as here, there is no dispute in basic facts, an extensive
investigation may not always be required. (Gold at 7-8; emphasis in bold
mine).
Similarly, inAmericanAirlines & TWU 510, Case No. M-761-01 (2001)
(Rameriz, grievant), Arbitrator Stanley Sergent considered the dismissal of an employee
who engaged a co-worker in a fight. His reasoning is instructive in resolving this case:
To begin with, there is no question that the Company has a long-standing, wellestablished rule which prohibits fighting, threats, or violent behavior in the
workplace under penalty of discharge. Moreover, the fact that the Grievant/ was
aware of the rule prohibiting fighting and the possible consequences of violating it
is not disputed.
Second, there is no credible evidence to support a finding that [a co-worker]
rather than the Grievant provoked the fight in that regard. The evidence shows
that the Grievant incited the altercation, . . . , accusing him of making
derogatory comments about him, and indicating that he was prepared to have a
physical confrontation with [the co-worker].
Third, there was no evidence that Management was in any way responsible for the
conditions that led to the fight. Indeed, the evidence showed that the Company
went the extra mile to prevent acts of harassment or threats of violence in the
workplace by conducting classes with all employees to provide explicit
instructions as to how to avoid such problems.

* * *
Finally, when outrageous behavior such as that which was exhibited by the
Grievant in the present case occurs, Management is clearly authorized to
impose the extreme sanction of discharge for the purpose of (a) eliminating
the risk of repetition of such misconduct, (b) fulfilling its obligation under
both federal and state law, as well as the collective bargaining agreement to
maintain a safe work environment for all its employees; and (c) sending a
message to other employees that such misconduct will not be tolerated.
In summary, the evidence in this case clearly and convincingly establishes that the
Grievant engaged in a reprehensible and inexcusable incident of misconduct when
he provoked and participated in a fight with a co-worker. The Company's
decision to terminate the Grievant's employment for that offens~ was made in
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furtherance ofitsobligation to maintain a workplace free ofviolence. Moreover,
the penalty that has been imposed for that offense was reasonable and is
consistent with the penalty that was imposed in like cases and is fully authorized
by the terms of the collective bargaining agreement. Accordingly, the discharge
must be upheld and the grievance denied.

Sergeant at 2143-2144.

* * * *
At common law an "assault" is the act of creating apprehension of an imminent
harmful or offensive contact with a person. An assault is carried out by a threat of bodily
hann coupled with an apparent, present ability to cause the harm. In all jurisdictions it is
both a crime and a tort and, therefore, may result in either criminal and/or civil liability.
The tem1 is often confused with "battery," which involves unacceptable and
nonconventional physical contact. Thus, when an individual taps another on the shoulder
in a movie line and asks what time the show ends, a battery has not taken place. The
same is not true when an individual "steals" a kiss from an unsuspecting person in that
same movie line. In short, a battery is defined at common law as "any unlawful touching
of the person of another, or by a substance put in motion by him" (like firing a gun at
someone). In most cases, criminal battery is governed by statutes and its severity is
determined by the law of the specific jurisdiction. 3
Notwithstanding the mental state o~at the time of the altercation, and
irrespective of whether a physical all out "fist fight" occurred (as traditionally defined in
common parlance), there is no serious doubt that, technically, a battery took place, but
nothing comparable to the cases cited by the Company.

Mr. O'Neill testified that "I got in between them leading with my right hand, and

over my right shoulder I see- I see the arm o~swing around and there was
contact between-and-n the face." (R. 18). Significantly, when asked "how
do you know it was contact?", O'Neill testified: "Well, I heard it. I didn't see it. I heard
it just because of the nature of the way I was ducking and tryin~t- out. My
head was turned, but you definitely heard a contact." (R. 18). -responded, "I've
just been assaulted, you're done, you're fired." (R. 18).
Q. Did he say "He hit me"?

A. He said, yeah, "He hit me. I don't feel safe on the ramp anymore."
(R. 18).

Mr. O'Neill executed a written statement (CX 1) that same day (R. 19), which he
later claimed was an overview (R. 24). In relevant part that statement reads:

3
.£gg, Smith & Robinson, Business Law 126 (By Richard Mann & Barry Roberts)(discussing battery, and
giving the example of an individual who flips off the hat of another as a "battery").
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* * *
As I had my back toward
noticed ..,.........,......

Significant on the issue
is the written statement
of hitting him:

struc~ in a fit of

Wh1eth1er

no uncertain terms, accused. .

* * *

As I was explaining this to O'N
He got up and in my face. I told him to step
not. He then
flipped my hat off my head and struck me in my chin with his hand. It hurt.
I do not feel safe at this time on the ramp. (CX 2).
While-backed offhis allegation
hit him on the chin
overall his credibility suffered, especial~amination. At the same time,iiiiill
acknowledged that it was possible that~t his chin. Later, he testified that
he was 99 percent sure it was O'Neill who hit him (R. 92). He also asserted that he was
not hit, but just "brushed."
96). All in all, while understanding t h a t - did
not want to
his testimony, completely inconsistent from his
written
was
the inverse of the truth. He did not fare much better at
his own arbitration hearing.

4
At his own arbitration, before Denver Arbitrator Kathy Eisenmenger-was asked about his written
statement where he claimed he was hit on the chin:
Q. You also recall being hit in the chin; isn't that correct?
A. I recall my hat being knocked off my -my head twice, and if the swipe to the hat came into contact with
my chin, then so be it. (R. 171 ).

Yet, at his hearing amazingly he contradicted his written statement where he asserted he was not hit on his chin:
Q. Did you lie in the statement?
A. No, I did not. (R. 171).

A recalcitrant and combativ~ in an exchange with Company Counsel on cross examination, declared
that in fact he may have been hit on the chin:
Q. Now, you just testified that you did not get hit in the chin; is that correct?
A. I said that- thatQ. Is that what you just testified to, sir? And you- you can look at me. Is that what you just testified to?
A. You're playing semantics. Okay?
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During cross examination the Grievant was
statement where he
said: "As Supervisor O'Neill stepped between us, I
was attempting to
simultaneously sneak a punch at me." (R. 109). The Grievant explained that "It could
have been that-was trying to hit me or it could have been vice versa, but I was
ready for either." (R. 110). In a further exchange with the Grievant, he was queried
about pushing-with an open hand:
· Q. You also stated, "I decided to protect myself by pushingaway from me with an open hand." That's very specific. It's very
specific. Are you testifying that that didn't happen? Because you testified
that you never pushed him.
A. Well, what I'm testifying is my hand was pushed forward.
Whenever there's a heated argument, from my experience, you don't know
what's going to happen, so you're ready for anything.
Q. I'm asking you specific(;llly,-about your statement. In your
statement you said, "I pushed him with an open hand." You were even specific
whether or not the hand was open and closed. You said with an open hand.
That's very specific. You said, "I pushed him." But you testified today that you
never pushed him.
A. Well, I definitely can appreciate you bringing that up, because I
specifically remember, A, not being angry and, B, opening my hands, because I
have big hands. If I'd closed to a fist that could be construed in a wrong way and
that can be harmful to somebo~ I made a conscious decision to~
myself by pushing away fro~ but it was very difficult to pus~ away
when Jamison O'Neill is in front of us. I was reaching around him continuing to

Q. I'm not playing. I'm asking a question, sir. Did you say that you did not get hit in the chin? Is that what
you just testified to?
A. I just said the hat came into the chin.
Q. Did you get hit in the chin, yes or no?
A. I got swiped in the chin, so, yes.
Q. Swiped, hit. You got- something connected with the chin?
A. Something touched me in the chin. (R. 172;
Transcript).

* * *

Q. You testified it hurt, correct?
A. Yes. (R. 178).

* * *
Q. And just for clarification, before Jamison got in between you
knocked your hat off and hit you in the chin, correct?
A. Yes, that's what happened. (R. 179).
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had already

get him to shut up. He just wouldn't shut his mouth and just kept trying to
irritate. {R.l11 ).

It's true that I pushed in his direction as a matter of trying to defend myself
in the event that there was any kind of altercation. But you know when I
wrote this statement, it really was melodramatic at the time. I was almost in
protection mode before I even wrote this statement.
And so, you know, I'm writing it and I had to write this over and over
three or four times just to try to gather myself. But it was a lot of emotions that
night and I was very - I tell you what. I was what I was most upset about is that I
allowed myself to get worked up over nothing. (R. 112).

* * * *
What's before me is the account given by
my
hat off my head and struck me in my chin with his hand. It hurt. I do not feel safe at this
time on the ramp") and by the Grievant ("It's true that I pushed in his direction as a
matter of trying to defend myself in the event that the~nd of altercation").
Discussing his statement where he claimed that "I fel~ was attemp~
simultaneously sneak a punch at me, so I decided to protect myself by pushingaway from me with an open hand making sure that I would not injure him,"
- r e s p o n d e d "I said I felt like there might be a possibili~e was a
~ent." (R. 212·
Transcript). Probationary Agent-noted
that he "saw-and ~ushing each other and Supervisor O'Neill in between
them." While · · · =r;ave been distorted, he affirmed that he saw enough to see
were pushing each other, according to his statement (R. 251;
M<Jre~ov€~r., Jamison O'Neill testified that he saw the Grievant's hand
story.
go forward and heard him make contact wi~ thus
Add to this Mr. Karasawa's declarations, the only conclusion that makes sense is
-initial written statement 5 is more reflective of the truth than his sworn testimony
at the arbitration hearing.
5
- - a t his arbitration hearing, acknowledged that he
of his test'imOnY"'(oilierwise combative and evasive) that can be credited:

angry, and this is one part

actually struck you?
, if my hat is part of my body, then so be it.

Q. WasA. There you go.
Q. Was he angry?
A. I think I made him angry.

Q. So you think he was angry?
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As the parties know, every time a witness takes the stand, credibility becomes an
issue. Rarely does a judge, jury or arbitrator know who is telling the truth, but with few
exceptions we do know who can be believed. Indeed, judicial and arbitral hearings are
constructed not so much to determine who is telling the truth but, rather, who can be
believed. If truth were the ultimate goal, our legal system (arbitrators included) would
allow the state (or the employer) to call the defendant (grievant) and ask outright "Did
you commit the offense?" Other goals are at work and, at times, trump everything else.
At the 33rd Annual Meeting of the National Academy of Arbitrators in 1980, the
West Coast Panel (Howard Block, Chair) discussed the thinking of judges and arbitrators
regarding the evaluation of testimony. West Coast Panel Report, in Decisional Thinking
ofArbitrators and Judges, Proceedings ofthe 33rd Annual Meeting, National Academy
ofArbitrators 121 (BNA Books, 1981). In evaluating the problem of conflicting
testimony, the Panel concluded that a major impediment to discovery of truth was not
caused by deliberate falsification by witnesses. Rather, conflicts in testimony were the
result of differences in the capacity of individuals to observe, recollect, and communicate
external reality. Another factor cited by the Panel was "the emotional commitment that
witnesses have to support testimonial declarations that have been elicited from them, lest
their credibility be undermined or demolished." The Panel was also of the opinion that
"conscious or unconscious bias may influence their testimony." The result is that
"witnesses who testify with great sincerity and conviction, resolved to tell the truth, often
are capable of relating only their perceived version of the external circumstances which
they observed or heard -- meaning, their version of the truth."
The Panel also noted that there is no simple formula for separating one version
from another when dealing with the conflicting perceptions of the same event: "All we
can do is what judges have done for centuries past, namely, analyze the evidence and
argument carefully, apply established guidelines, and then reach a decision recognizing
fully that, like physicians and even football coaches, we may be wrong." ld. at 123.
Notwithstanding the credibility issues with both Messrs.-and
(and there are m a n y , - clearly more so that the Grievant), this evidence record is
nevertheless su~le to an interpretation that, in the
favors the Grievant. By all
accounts it was-who "came after" or "engaged"
in an argument. No
arbitrator has ever held that an
may not defend himself against what he
perceives is a battery.
that he pushed (not hit, but pushed) with
himself agains- advances, as if to say "get
an open hand- in order to
out of my face." The Grievant has no reason to talk about defending himself but for
A. I think I made him angry. (R. 184;

Transcript).

* * *
knocked your hat off, did you feel threatened?
(R. 196;
Transcript).
Under tort and criminal law, a hat is part of his body (so is a dinner plate), but whether an employee is
deserving oftermination for simply flipping a co-worker's hat, even in anger, is problematic.
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-takin~d him in the middle of a heat~d~~ent. The smart ~oney
here ts t h a t - - never
but he dtd fltp his hat (never advtsed) and
brushed/pushed him aside
came after him with 0 'Neill in the middle. All in
all, I imd that this was a heated, verbal altercation, laced with profa~
because o~ advances, 6 resulted in a hat being flipped a n d chin inadvertently brushed. That's it! I find this "kid-like"
· not a
"fight" or a battery comparable to the cases cited by the
ts
simply insufficient to end a career, especially the career
has no
active discipline of any kind in his file. Again, asked if he had any intent to harm. .
- ( h e was not harmed), the Grievant answered "absolutely not," and I find this
assertion credible (R. 105).
Still, the Grievant is not off the hook. At all times he could have walked away
from the dispute, dismissing- as a minor irritant, which he truly was ("loud,
obnoxious, erratic," to be sure). As such,
is to be reinstated, he is
assessed a heavy penalty and placed on a final letter
I am not entering
a finding of any disparate treatment, arguably this result is consistent with many of the
outcomes cited by Mr. Smith (Lopez, Iverson, Baker, Olmos, Wolfgram, Bowens,
Sherman & Durden, discussed this opinion, supra at 25-26) in his testimony.
For the above reasons, the following award is issued:

6
conduct,

For those versed in tort law, really the "but for" cause of the entire incident w~ "But f o r " does not find himself in arbitration.
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VI. AWARD
The grievance is sustained in part and denied in part. The Grievant is to be
returned to work but without any back pay. His discharge is converted to an unpaid
suspension with a final letter of warning issued.
As this is a "split award, fees and expe~es arf shared. ,

\ \ ,

IJ

l\A MVl\A .hlA..

Dated this 8th day of June, 2015
at DeKalb, Illinois, 60115.

Marvin Hill,
Arbitrator
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